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PANDA experiment ST4.1
in OECD/NEA Seth2-programme

Initially hot dry air, elevated pressure

Steam release, Phase I

Steam + helium release, Phase II

Steam release, Phase III

connected to hydrogen control in

severe accidents, in experiment

helium is used instead of hydrogen

effect of cooler driven by natural

convection

enrichment of helium due to

condensation

duct attached below the cooler

thermally insulated pressure

vessels

no outlet vent, i.e. pressure rise

detected during the experiment
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Cooler

locally refined grid around cooler

bottom of cooler box 4.1m below top of

Vessel-1

all 224 pipes described in geometry

eight vertical water lines in the cooler
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Modelling, CFD

Fluent 6.3.26 basic fluid models

total number of hexahedral cells 394794,

of these 202048 around the cooler pipes

inhouse wall condensation model by VTT

heat conduction to the steel structure 1-dimensional

thermally insulated outer boundary

cooling rate coupled to the cooling water

temperature (quasi-steady)
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Simulation runs, CFD

First run pre-test, with nominal boundary and initial conditions (Run-1)

Modifications to post-test runs (Run-2, Run-3, Run-4)

condensation model changed from partial pressure type to diffusion type

cooler water flow reversed top to bottom (as it was in the experiment)

boundary and initial values set to actual used in the experiment

refinement for mass diffusion coefficients

injection times set to the actual used in the experiments

various approximations for the cooling water in the tube bundle

Cooling water distribution in the tube bundle seems to have the most
significant effect on the cooling rate
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Simulations performed, CFD

actual values in

experiment

actual values in

experiment

actual values in

experiment

nominal settings

Initial conditions,

injection times

Condensation

model

Mass

diffusion

Cooling water

temperature

Cooling water

massflow [kg/s]

and temp [°C]
Run

based on

diffusion of water

vapour

mixture

dependent

local

temperature
0.91x / +1.1

Run 4

post-test

based on

diffusion of water

vapour

constant

linear change

from top to

bottom
0.91x / +1.1

Run 2

post-test

based on

diffusion of water

vapour

mixture

dependent

piecewise

linear change,

80% in the

upper half,

20% in lower

0.91x / +1.1
Run3

post-test

based on partial

pressure
constant

linear change

from bottom to

top

nominal /

nominal

Run 1

pre-test
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APROS lumped parameter simulations

Open post-calculations

The main objective is to study, whether a lumped parameter approach is

able to simulate satisfactory the main features of the test conditions:

simultaneous steam-helium injection (plume) and cooler effect.

Different nodalization strategies has been investigated both for Vessel 1 and

the coolor unit.
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APROS models

3, 6, and 64-cell nodalizations

1, 2, 4, and 6-cell cooler unit

Pipe side of the cooler is calculated
with homogeneous thermal hydraulic
model

The vessel walls with 10 cm thick
rock wool insulation as well as the
heat losses to environment are
modelled.

Heat transfer to walls of the cooler
box is modelled.

Very rough nodalization for Vessel 2
and connecting pipe

64-cell model 6-cell cooler
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Velocity magnitude,

Run-4, CFD
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Volume fraction of steam

Run 4, CFD
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Pressure, CFD and APROS
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Cooling rate, CFD and APROS
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Heat flux in the tube bundle, CFD

Run-1,
linear assumption for

cooling water temperature

Run-4,
local estimate for cooling

water temperature
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Cooling water temperature at outlet at pipelines, CFD
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Monitor points, used in CFD-simulation
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Steam in Vessel 1, CFD

Same scale on both graphs
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Steam in Cooler and Connecting pipe, CFD
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Steam in Vessel 2, top, CFD

Same scale on both graphs
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Steam in Vessel 2, mid, bottom, CFD

Middle part of Vessel Bottom of Vessel 

Same scale on both graphs
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Comparison with experiments, Helium, Vessel 1, CFD

Same scale on both graphs
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Comparison with experiments, connecting pipe, helium

CFD
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Comparison with experiments, Helium, Vessel 2, CFD

Same scale in all graphs
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Conclusions, APROS

The 64-cell lumped parameter model simulates the pressure development

very well.

The overall steam concentrations in Vessel 1 are predicted acceptably.

Cooling rate is slightly overpredicted, and the heat losses to the

environment probably underpredicted.

Very simple 3-cell nodalization gives clearly too high cooling rate and,

unconcervatively, too low pressure.

The case can be modelled reasonably with the lumped parameter code, if

the nodalization is built up properly.
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Conclusions, CFD

General trend for pressure and concentrations are rather good

Cooling power overestimated and power drop due to helium is not
captured (although duct flow is stagnated)

Helium stratification at top of Vessel 1 during Phase 3 is lost too
soon

Initial temperature gradient should be added (now constant
temperature), influences the initial stability

Manhole missing at the top of Vessel 1, might influence the flow
field in the top region


